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Auson’s rust protection range for the automotive industry focuses on quality and
environmental compatibility and includes solvent-borne standard products, high-solid
products, products entirely without solvents, and water-borne products.
Auson was the first company on the Swedish aftermarket to launch a solvent-free range
for underbody and inside cavity treatments for detailing centers. Auson’s eco-friendly
concept produces an emissions-free working environment that may not require special
ventilation or permits and ensures better rust protection. Once rust protection treatment is completed, an odor-free vehicle is returned to the end customer.
The majority of vehicle manufacturers use products that contain no solvents or have a
very low solvent content without forgoing the over-all quality of rust protection. Rust
protection concepts are developed in close cooperation between customers and our
laboratory.
For more than 20 years, Soken Trade Corporation professional staff and management
team has been serving customers worldwide. Today we bring to you Noxudol the most
advance and reliable line of products. We work close with our highly experience team of
professionals and manufacturer to deliver the most unparallel top quality products and
service to our customers.
We are committed on assisting you with a comprehensive portfolio of products and
intended for your specific need and requirements
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Professional and Reliable
Rust Protection
The Noxudol range comprises everything from rust protection oils to underbody
compounds and covers all interior and exterior rust protection needs. The rust protection
range also includes consumer packs for do-it-yourself enthusiasts and smaller
workshops. These products are also available as own brands.
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Noxudol 700 is a cavity wax free from solvents with high power of
penetration. The material is intended for treatment of inside cavities,
frames and underbody. Noxudol 700 was the winner in the British
magazine Classic Monthly’s test of corrosion protection product in
2013. The test was conducted over a 3 years period of time and it is
the longest-running test of its kind of protective.
Available in:
500ML Aerosol Can
1 Liter canister
20 liter/5 Gallon Can
208 Liter/55 Gallon Drum (Available by request)

CAVITY WAX


Noxudol 720 is a thixotropic, waterborn cavity wax that dries to form
a soft grease-like film. The product is developed for customer with
special demands for penetration and drip free 20 minutes after application. The material is intended for treatment of hollow spaces of
motor vehicles but can also be used as transport and storage protection.
Available in:
1 Liter canister
20 liter/5 Gallon Can
208 Liter/55 Gallon Drum (Available by request)


Noxudol 750 is a chemically active anti-corrosive compound with
low surface tension, based on mineral oil, waxes, rust inhibitors and
solvents. After drying, it forms a waxy, moisture repellent surface.
Because of the low surface tension, it possesses good penetrating
ability as well as the displacement of any moisture that may be
present. Noxudol 750 is intended for treatment of the hollow spaces
of motor vehicles. However, it can also be used for the protection of
iron and steel plates, beams, reserve parts, wire, etc.
Available in:
500ML Aerosol Can
1 Liter canister
20 liter/5 Gallon Can
208 liter/55 Gallon Drum (Available by request)
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Noxudol 300 is a rust preventive product free from
solvents. Low viscosity binding agents and additives
have been mixed with enable application at a low temperature. After application, the material forms a soft
film hardening to a waxy anti corrosive protection.
Noxudol 300 may also be used as transport and storage protection fro machins, machine parts, steel constructions etc.

Noxudol 1100 is a waterborn abrasion protection for
underbodies along with car wheel arches with excellent anti-corrosion properties. The material has very
good adhesive properties and is hardwareing.
Depending on the surface, the product is applied
with a brush or a spray in an even layer to create a dry
film. After drying, it forms a solid and elastic film. The
dry film protects against damages caused by flyiing
stons, ice and other mechanical ware.
Available in:
1 Liter canister
20 liter/5 Gallon Can





Noxudol 900 is a thixotropic, chemically stablized
product consisting of bitumen, waxes, rust inhibitors
and solvents. The product offers preventive rust
protection and a reliable abrasion protection. The
product is also water and moisture reppeliant and is
effective against road salt. It is especially composed for
car underbody and wheel arches. Noxudol 900 is also
suitable for long time outdoor storing of industrial
products.

Noxudol UM-1600 is a highly thixotropic, fiber-reinforced product. The product comprises bitumen,
waxes and low aromatic solvents. A thicker layer also
produces a good sound damping effect. The material
is intended as abrasion and corrosion protection
where extra effective protection is required. After
dryiing, it forms a solid and elastic film.

Available in:
500ML Aerosol Can
1 Liter Canister
20 Liter/5 Gallon Can
208 Liter/55 Gallon Drum (Available by request)

UNDER BODY COATING

Available in:
500ML Aerosol Can
1 Liter canister
20 liter/5 Gallon Can
208 Liter/55 Gallon Drum (Available by request)



Available in:
1 Liter Canister
20 Liter/5 Gallon Can
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A vegetable ester-based alkaline degreaser for removing oils or grease
from surfaces. Also contains tensides, complesing agents, and water. This
product is entirely without solvents and is biodegradable. This product can
also be used to clean spray applicator for Noxudol 300, 700, 1100, and 720
user.

OTHER PRODUCTS


Effective petroleum-based degreaser containing de-aromatised white
spirit and emulsifiers. The emulsifying additive included in the product is
biodegradable, which is important from an environmental perspective.
This product does not damage paint or metal surfaces. Highly recommended for user of Noxudol 900, UM-1600 and 750 to clean spray applicator.


Anti-corrosion primer for cars, boats and the home. Provides the same kind
of rust protection as hot-dip galvanization. Used to treat surfaces of iron
and steel, welded seams, cut ends, and galvanized materials. Contains
more than 90% zinc.


Universal oil that loosens and counteracts rust. Is water repellent and protects against moisture. Loosens deposits on all types of electrical contact.
Thaws and lubricates frozen locks. Does not damage paint, plastic or
rubber. Free from acid, sulphur and alkalis.
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Spray gun designed for the application of soundproofing, gravel protection
and bituminous/wax-based rustproofing and undercoating. The gun has a
threaded collar which allows for direct attachment to the product canister. This
gun is equipped with an aluminum suction plunger.
A choice of optional plastic wands (shown at the bottom of this page) are available. The Undercoating Wand (item RA1 UCW) may be helpful in the application of undercoating in hard to reach places, i.e. behind mufflers and around
exhaust pipes. The Rustproofing Wand (item RA1 RPW) will atomize the
rustproofing in hollow beams, cavities and inside doors.


Professional Rustproofing gun designed to apply protective coatings inside
doors, beams, rocker panels and other cavities. This gun allows for pressure to
build up inside the tank. This pressure will assure that the coating will be atomized at the tip of the wand and provide total coverage of the rustproofing inside
the cavity.This all metal gun was built for industrial use by body shops, car
dealers and undercoating professionals.
The gun is delivered with a brass spray tip to spray directly our of the gun and
two spray wands that can be attached with a quick coupler. The mist wand is 5
ft. long, the hand held (90°) wand is 30 inches long.
Not recommended for application of undercoatings.


Lemmer spray system is perfect for businesses who want professional results. The
system is economical to purchase, and very easy to use and maintain. The RP-460
HD gun atomizes the material by mixing air with the product in the gun's spray
head. The wands included with the system have a variety of angles and fan
shapes for general applications.
The kit includes RP-2Q two quart system with RP-460HD Gun, extra canister for
cleaning and cleaning brush kit.
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